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About This Game

The Introduction
Oddly colorful, yet weirdly fun. Come take a dive into trip nation. Happy Pong will deliver your daily dose of abnormal in the
convenience of a video game. This visual buffet offers a wide array of animated sensory experiences for you to choose from.

Whatever happens, you are in for one wild ride.

The Gist

4 game modes to mix it up

25 effects to trip you up

The Explanation
Happy Pong is a psychedelic arcade game with crazy visual effects. Your job is to destroy waves of campers in an onslaught of

distortion; fight against the screen as you rack up points. Will you top the leaderboards?

The Backstory
You are under attack by unhappy campers looking to get up in your grill. Your goal is to use everything in your arsenal along

with those leftover ingredients to show them who is the BOSS!

The notable improvements from the XBLIG version of the game
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Major performance improvements

Insane effects

Better volume leveling and audio effects

Removed intro sequence
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Title: Happy Pong
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Poppgames
Publisher:
Poppgames
Release Date: 16 Mar, 2013
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Great little space shooter, really smooth and comfortable to control.. After leaving a negative review and seeing the developers
listened to the call of the people, saying that the price should be lowered, proves that this game is indeed a work in progress. For
$5 it isn't that bad, but I felt as though the price should've been lowered even further, and later increased over time as the
content of the game increased.

The gameplay: As of right now it is very dry, with no clear tutorial, thus leaving the gamer clueless and therefore disinterested.
An inprovement as well would be a day\/night cycle, when the rake would leave marks on your house overnight, like in the other
game, where overnight the rake smeared pig blood over your trailer, begging you to leave its territory. Also the shop dude and
the other guy just outside the shack are frozen, they offer no dialogue or motion. As well, the gun animations no doubt are going
to be added, hell, the only way you even know if you shot your gun is the SD sound that occurs when you left click, not via
smoke or recoil. Hunting the Rake; it is nice having the detector, definitely adds to suspense, but when you actually find the
Rake, one of two things happen, you shoot it and it runs away at light speed, or it kills you in one swing. This is really anti
climactic, but it is not unfixable. Having more interaction with the Rake post confrontation, would really make finally seeing it a
thing to be valued, therefore fixing the boringness of the Rake's current state.

My "Unbiased as possible opinion":
It is a good game, has good potential, so I will reccomend it, BUT ONLY because of the future ahead of it, seeing that the devs
will interact with the community and keep updating the game. Hopefully in due time, this game truly will become a great indie
game, but like any other indie game, the beginning stages will always be rough around the edges. Also, any review that is
negative because of the price, see that as positive, as the devs have already fixed that.
THIS GAME WILL BE GREAT. GIVE IT TIME.. This cute and endearing game instructs you to "tilt your device."

I tilted my monitor and nothing happened. Then I tried tilting my keyboard and mouse. I even tried tilting my coffee maker.
Still nothing. Game must be broken.. It's okay, I've played worse. but i do like puzzle games.. Fantastic buy if multiplayer would
work, cant see anyone on line but myself, even in this state though its worth what I paid for it.
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Great soundtrack with a variety of different musical styles, with both dynamic and ambient music.
I'd say it is definitely worth the full price, and on a sale you are making a mistake not buying it!. And the purple blood flowed
like wine...

Utopia 9 comes out of nowhere and adds itself to the list of alltime great twinstick shooters available on Steam. Ranking right
up there with the newly released rogue twinsticks - Enter the Gungeon and Neon Chrome - Utopia 9 has a certian charm that
makes it feel unique. The shooting mechanics feel very solid and are quite satisfying as aliens pop with a gory purple delight.
Add in multiple firearms, melee weapons, mutations, a martian theme, and stylish graphics for the cherry on top. I'm really
diggin it so far. Another interesting addition becomes hunting down the aliens that have killed your fellow tourists and exacting
revenge. It's tough though because not only do th e aliens use fallen tourists weapons but they also become more powerful and
heavily armored with each tourist they kill. IMO Utopia is only lacking an endless horde mode set in an open arena. I believe an
arena mode is currently being considered by the devs so one can only hope! A+ title.. This is a fun but has the same issue of
every frantic indie top down restart fest, where you are just going to hit a point where it feels less like you're playing a game and
more like you're working through various permutations of enemy placement and AI decisions until you have a better chance at
winning. Eventually you'll probably get tired of restarting or you'll beat it, once you do you won't play for score because it's not
that great of a scoring game.

I wouldn't say it's designed horribly or has bad controls but it has an entirely unnecessary need to raise the stakes which simply
push the game past the bounds of what actually made it good. In the early levels when it's simple it's very good. The later levels
that add difficulty by having mobs of enemies, flamethrowers, and rocket launchers are not as good. Rather than sticking to
what it does right it it decides it wants to be more hardcore toward the end.

You'll probably be impressed by this if you've never listened to Jazz before and have a higher threshold for annoyance than me.
Ultimately you can probably play Doom(2016), listen to John Zorn and have a less frustrating experience.. Can PLEASE
ANYONE tell me the controlls?
please
. Enjoyable game until reaching Tuldigon level, which as another user pointed out is very difficult to complete. Please adjust
difficulty for this level.

UPDATE

Ok I had to change my review, I don't think the Tuldigon level difficulty is right, despite what the devs said to the previous
comment on this. I also watched the gameplay in "normal" difficulty but the video seems edited and I can't really see what the
guy is doing.

I won't be playing again until this level is patched.. This game has much potential and the developers are very communicative
but right now the game feels like early access and kinda unfinished. Right now there are 6 tracks and 6 cars which seem kinda
unbalanced. There is also only one race mode, quick race, right now. If this games expands and gets better I will change my
rating accordingly.

If you want to support the devs and the potential of this game buy it now - if you want a finished game and you would give up
when you see some bugs, please wait and come back later.. my friend and I were joking around when he said "screw watch
dogs! Imma play the wizards pen. (I have over 1,000 games). The game got addicting and we played for like an hour. pretty fun.
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